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4The University of Georgia
5The University of Georgia School of Law
6UGA School of Law Faculty
5 former U.S. Supreme 
Court Clerks
• 55 full-time faculty
• Nationally and internationally renowned scholars
• Fulbright recipients
• Former editors-in-chief of law reviews
• Former general counsels of Fortune 500 companies
• Testify at congressional hearings
• Serve as consultants to foreign governments and 
international policymaking bodies 

8Digital Commons Readership
9SSRN
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• Established in 2008
• 1199 faculty articles
• 411,300 downloads
• 58% education
• 29% commercial
• 7% government
Digital Commons
• Established in 2005
• 409 faculty articles
• 202,708 downloads
SSRN
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Why Participate in the Pilot?
• More accurate measure of 
research impact
• Strong faculty interest
• Streamline uploading 
process
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Process – pre-pilot
• Pre-print articles uploaded into 
SSRN
• Forthcoming series in Digital 
Commons
• Archived print version in Digital 
Commons
• Scholarly works series
• Updated in SSRN
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Pilot Process
• Upload pre-print article into Digital Commons
• SSRN is automatically populated
• E-journal selection
• Generation of cover sheet for UGA Research 
Series
• Update to article in Digital Commons 
automatically updated in SSRN
• Downloads between two systems aggregated
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Statistics & Outcomes – SSRN Law School Rankings
Pre-Pilot
April
Post-Pilot
June
Post-Pilot 
September
Post-Pilot 
November
Top 350 U.S. Law 
Schools 
Last 12 months
61 25 26 31
Top 350 U.S. Law 
Schools 
Overall 61 29 29 28
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Statistics & Outcomes – Author Rankings
Pre-Pilot Post-Pilot Increase in Ranking
109,430 26,585 82,845
73,590 6,219 67,371
53,099 10,489 42,610
43,907 3,425 40,482
58,154 23,414 34,740
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Statistics & Outcomes – Article Rankings
Pre-Pilot
Rank
Post-Pilot
Rank
Increase
Untangling the Market-Participant 
Exemption to the Dormant 
Commerce Clause 478,084 8,013 470,071
The Rehnquist Court, Structural Due 
Process, and Semisubstantive
Constitutional Review 472,238 17,841 454,397
Suspect Linkage: The Interplay of 
State Taxing and Spending Measures 
in the Application of Constitutional 
Antidiscrimination Rules
501,868 61,258 440,610
The Constitutional Case Against 
Intracircuit Nonacquiescence 483,958 49,269 434,689
A Profile of Tort Litigation in Georgia 
and Reflections on Tort Reform 478,084 48,860 429,224
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Statistics & Outcomes - Books
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UGA Pilot: Stay tuned
• What happens when all law school faculty scholarship downloads are 
combined?
• How do rankings change? 
• More accurate assessment of downloads? 
• Does age of the repository and/or date of upload affect download counts? 
• Should SSRN and DC statistics be displayed separately so that a viewer can 
break down the source of downloads? 
Columbia Law School Pilot  
Began populating Scholarship 
Repository in Feb 2018
SSRN-Digital Commons Pilot: 
March – June 2018
Site went live late summer 2018
The goals for Columbia’s pilot
What is the value in transferring SSRN full-text content to Digital 
Commons?
• Would faculty find this valuable?
• How much content is available?
What is the optimal workflow?
• Faculty permissions
• Metadata 
Results  
63% Positive faculty response to 
integration
45 participated during pilot 
period
10 reached out after pilot ended
964 articles ingested, doubled 
the amount of content in IR 
QUESTIONS?
